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ABSTRACT
The pervasiveness of IoT device requires each device to have a unique address number in order to communicate. Internet Standard specified in RFC4941-Privacy Extension for SLAAC had question raised on the randomness of the IPv6 address generated due to the shortcoming of device random generator algorithm. Improvements to the RFC’s have been proposed and Arduino Uno had been selected as IoT platform since it currently supports IPv6 implementation. An enhancement algorithm was developed. The generated IPv6 address is then tested against ENT Random Test tool for observation and conclusion.

1. INTRODUCTION
The IoT ecosystem can be composed from smart object with physical hardware limitation (Low memory & processing power, limited energy and communication capabilities), and also identifications system that uniquely identify thing globally. Wireless Communication Technology such as 6LoWPAN for wireless sensor, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and Wi-Fi low power implemented together with identification system such as Electronic Product Code (EPC) and Near Field Communication (NFC) [1].

The new concept of extending internet is feasible with the implementation of IPv6. IPv6 offer wide range of addressing space compare to IPv4 that allow all the connected device to connect directly and secure to internet. IPv6 is design to provide mobility and secure communication not only to user but devices attached to anything, not only user. The ability of IPv6 in providing features such security, scalability, flexibility, ubiquitous, open and end-to-end connectivity to the internet [2] is considered the most suitable technology for the IoT.

IPv6 Addressing as stated in the RFC 4941 - Privacy Extensions for Stateless Address Auto configuration (SLAAC) in IPv6 [3] dictate the use of interface ID as way for device automatically assign IPv6 addresses to itself. This use of fix part of address can be traced back to the device. By tracking the assign IPv6 address to the device could enable the movement and activities of the device to be recorded. As a result, there is requirements for device to regularly generate unique IPv6 addresses and the pair of generated IPv6 address by the same device must be unlinkable [4]. The mechanism to generate the IPv6 address by the RFC 4941- Privacy Extension for SLAAC require the availability of either high quality random bit streams or long-term state (or both) in the device. This addressing technique require a stable storage to store the random bits but small IoT devices may lack of stable storage. Thus, this project proposed a scheme that will allow none-stable storage device to be able to generate randomised address bits.
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In recent years many works have been carried out pertaining the Internet of Thing in various angle such as the technology, addressing scheme and the security aspect of it.

1.1. Addressing Scheme And IOT Security

As an evolution from RFID and sensor network, the IoT devices currently connected and integrate multiple technologies. The IoT that integrating multiple technology enable user to bring the physical hardware into the cyber/virtual world. Integrating Internet Protocol (IP), Electronic Product Code (EPC), Barcode, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Bluetooth, ZigBee, Near Field Communication (NFC) and Wireless Sensor Network meet up the requirements for network layer of IoT architecture for connection to the internet [5].

An addressing scheme that would be able to generates a unique address for each device is important in order to identify each device that are connected to the internet. There is currently two addressing scheme that are commonly used in identifying IoT devices. Namely Electronic Product Code (EPC) and IPv6, it can uniquely assign billion of address to any connected devices [6].

Few addressing scheme in IPv6 research have been carried out such as the variance of Double Address Detection (DAD) [7-8], Low-Energy ADdress Allocation Scheme (LEADS), Spatial IP Address(SIPA) and CLOSA (CLOck Skew Addressing Scheme) [9].

1.2. Randomness

The need for random numbers comes from various Cryptographic application. Cryptographic application use random bit number is various point. A random bit number can be interpreted as result of flipping a coin with side label 1 or 0. The probability each flip generating 0 or 1 is ½ or 50% each time. The current result does not affect the future generated number. This is the perfect example of Random number generator, where the next number cannot be predicted [10].

There is two type of random number generation. The first type is Hardware base Random Number Generator (RNG) or True RNG, where the source of entropy is a non-deterministic source (i.e. Electrical Noise from Microprocessor Pin). The output of RNG can be use directly or as a feed to pseudorandom generator.

The pseudorandom number generation (PRNG) use one or multiple source of input in generating random number. The input sources is called seeds. The seeds itself must be random and unpredictable [11-12]. A method has been proposed the for the clients to generate IPv6 address interface identifiers through hashing the IPv6 prefix advertised by the router advertisement [13].

1.3. Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA)

CGAs had define a method for securely associating a public key to an IPv6 address. A cryptographic hash of the public key is used as an interface identifier of the IPv6 address, which can later be verified by the recipient of the packet or message. Since CGAs tie a public key to an IPv6 address, even as hosts switch networks, they are uniquely identifiable [14]. The CGA implementation increase the security of IPv6 and produce random ID for IPv6 addressing. But CGA implementation has its own drawback. The cost of running CGA algorithm is high [15]. It uses high computational power and generally it would generate similar keys. The method is not suitable for IoT devices with low computational power.

1.4. Secured Neighbor Discovery (SEND)

To counter the possible attack against NDP and SLAAC, Secured Neighbour Discover (SEND) is develop as a more secured way to implement NDP. With SEND it provide address ownership proof mechanism, message integrity/identity and authorization of router. SEND use Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) as part of it component in generating secured message and identity for IPv6 communication. SEND protocol use CGA to prevent address spoofing. CGA can authenticate IPv6 address without installing addition 3rd party software and servers [16-17].

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The purpose of this study is to enhance randomize algorithm in order to solve the problem with small IoT device that has no stable storage to store the generated random IPv6 address number. The algorithms to generate IPv6 address were developed based on specification in RFC 4941- Privacy Extension for SLAAC [3] and algorithm proposed by[14]. The default random engine used by the IoT device is used to generate the IPv6 address.

This study had adapted and enhanced three algorithms for IPv6 Address generation as followings:
1. RFC4941-Privacy Extension for SLAAC[3]—Random IP address Generate using random engine come with operating system.
2. Improvement to the algorithm 1 above by applying MD5 hashing mechanism to the random IPv6 address.
3. Rafiee-Meinel—Based on the algorithm recommended by Rafiee-Meinel with adjustment to comply with hardware limitation. Researchers [4], [15,] have recommended improvement in the implementation of Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) by reducing the granularity of security level to lower the cost of computation. Another researcher recommends a solution in generating a random number and combine with a MD5 hashing mechanism of device interface to generate a new random IPv6 address [18].

2.1. Algorithm 1: Random IPv6 address generation based on method 2 RFC4941-Privacy Extension of SLAAC.

The algorithm 1 is based on method 2 for implementing RFC4941 – Privacy Extension for IPv6 SLAAC as in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. RFC4941-Privacy Extensions for IPv6 SLAAC](image1)

Arduino device can generate a random number using it build in random generator using the random ( ) feature of the software IDE. The device random generator engine was using Arduino PIN number 1 value as the source of random seed when generating a random number.

The process started by generating 4 set of random address using default random engine generator based on the 16-bit max value per address set. The algorithm works as follows:

a) 4 set of Random number is generated in Hexadecimal value.
b) The set’s is then combined with network bit to generate a full IPv6 address.
c) The IPv6 address is then applied to the network interface.

2.2. Algorithm 2: Improvement to Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2 is an improvement to algorithm 1 where MD5 hash process is added. The process started by generating 4 set of random address as in algorithm 1 using default random engine generator. The output is then Hashes using MD5 before it is combine with network address to form full IPv6 address. The IPv6 address is then applied to the network interface. The process flow chart is as in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Algorithm 2- Generating IPv6 Address from Random Hash Value](image2)

2.3. Algorithm 3: Improvement to Rafiee-Meinel Proposed Algorithm

The algorithm 3 was adapted from algorithm suggested by [15]. The approach by Rafiee-Meinel suggested to add other source of random value in the IPv6 address generation process. It did not depend only to the device default random generator. The value is then concatenate and Hash using SHA 256.
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Improvement to the approach by Rafiee-Meinel was the change of Hashing engine. The Hashing engine use by [15] was SHA256. To improve the algorithm MD5 was selected as the new Hashing engine. Reason for MD5 selection as the Hashing engine is due to the followings.

a) MD5 is faster than SHA256 in generating hash value [19].

b) SHA256 cannot run on Arduino Uno due to controller hardware limitation.

c) MD5 is also use as default IPv6 Hash function by the RFC4941 – Privacy Extension for SLAAC and used the following as input values:

1) 128-bit random value.
2) Timestamp from RTC
3) 64-bit Network Address value

\[ V = h(R||T||P) \]

Where \( J = \) leftmost 64 bit of V
*J is the host IID portion of the IPv6 Address
R = 128bit hexadecimal random number.
T = Timestamp
P = 64-bit Network Address
h = MD5 Hash function *- modification from the original SHA256 Hash function

The sequences of the algorithm are as follow:
1. Generate R: 128-bit hexadecimal random value by using analog read PIN 1 as seed values.
2. Get T: Timestamp from DS1302 modules – format hhmmss. The value is converted to millisecond before hashing. (hh x 32000, mm x 6000, ss x 1000)
3. Get P: RA@Network address.
4. Appending all input (R, T, P) as one long string.
5. Compute result 4 using MD5 Hashes. Output as Hex.
6. Take the 64 leftmost bits to be used for host bit IPV6.
7. Combine the number with IPv6 network address. Currently IPv6 network address is static assign.
8. Apply the generated IPv6 Address to network interface.
9. Test the connection workability. Pin testing.

3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The result of experiment was evaluated using FormiLab.Ch. This entropy test tool was developed by John Walter, the co-founder of AutoDesk, Inc. The tool applies various tests to sequences of bytes stored in files and reports the results of those tests. Amongst the test perform by the tool is Entropy test, Arithmetic mean and Monte Carlo value for Pi. Detail of the test is described in the methodology section. The program is useful for evaluating pseudorandom number generators for encryption and statistical sampling applications and compression algorithms [20].

The test output was compared against normal value as defined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Comparative result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>8 bit max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is</td>
<td>Closes to 127.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo value for Pi is</td>
<td>Closes to 3.14159265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(“Entropy and Random Number Generators,” 2013)

3.1. Observation of the Test Result for 64-Bit Random Number

The experiment has shown that the randomness of the host portion of IPv6 address generated scored high of all 3-test set by the ENT test tool when compared to the expected comparative value. It can be concluded that the Host IPv6 address generated by the algorithm is random with Algorithm 1 scores less than algorithm 2 and algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1 is the standard recommendation algorithm proposed by RFC4941- Privacy Extension for SLAAC. Entropy test addressed the density of the test file used for the test. A compress file such as a JPEG image scores high for entropy test because the file is already compress and no repetition of data in the file.
Figure 3. IPv6 Address Entropy Test Result Comparison Value

Overall, the entropy test result for 64-bit IPv6 score is almost reach the comparative value of 8-bit with average entropy of 7.0246926 for algorithm 1 as shown in Figure 3. Algorithm 2 & algorithm 3 entropy test result is also score high with the value of 7.9808114 & 7.9810166 for algorithm 2 & Algorithm 3 respectively. Algorithm 1 is expected to score lower then algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 since is depend only on default Arduino random function and MD5 hash to generate random IPv6 address.

Arithmetic mean is simply the result of summing the all the bytes in the file and dividing by the file length. If the data are close to random, this should be about 127.5. For 64-bit IPv6 address the result of arithmetic mean around 121 to 128 for all the algorithms. The nearer the test result to the comparative value of 127.5 is the more random the IPv6 address. Like the entropy result, Algorithm 1 score is further from the comparative value than algorithm 2 and algorithm 3. Table 2 shows the comparative value of the Arithmetic Mean Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. ENT Result Output for 64-bit (Algorithm1 to Algorithm 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy 8 bit max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean value of data bytes is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo value for Pi is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monte Carlo value for Pi was calculated by plotting 6 successive sequence of byte into 24bits X and Y axis coordinates within a square. A percentage of the random generated Hit point within the square was used to calculate the value of Pi.

Figure 4 shows the Pi value generated by the algorithm is nearer to the value of Pi (3.14159265) and its indicate the number generated is random. The Pi value for generated by Algorithm 1 has an average of 3.17925. Meanwhile the Pi value generated by Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 have average of 3.14275 and 3.1535 subsequently. As comparison A Monte Carlo value for Pi for a 500000-byte file created by radioactive decay, (very random) is 3.143580574 (error of 0.06 percent).

It has been observed that the algorithm scores high (random) for 64-bit IPv6 address using the ENT test tool lead to the following conclusion.

1. The default Arduino random engine generator was generating IPv6 address that consider fair in ENT test when used to generate random IPv6 address number. The result was expected based on previous work that prove Arduino should not be independently rely on as True Hardware Random Generator. The combination of Arduino as PRNG and other mechanism such as MD5 had shown an evidence as able to increase the randomness of generated IPv6 address.

2. The uses of MD5 for hashing mechanism does not affect the ability to generate random IPv6 address. This has been proven in the test result for random IPv6 address by algorithm 2 and algorithm 3. Both algorithm generated IPv6 address score high in the random test score even when it is using MD5 hashing mechanism.
Figure 4. Ipv6 Address Monte Carlo Value of Pi Comparison Value

4. CONCLUSION

The use of MD5 as the hashing mechanism has its own advantages over it weaknesses. MD5 has been proven in other works as is not a collision resistance. Other device with the same configuration generating a collision address is possible with the use of MD5. But when looking into the unlinkable requirements of RFC4941 - Privacy Extension for IPv6, it means that when other device have the possibility to produce the same IPv6 address it may link the address to other device. Hence the IPv6 address generated is unlinkable to the device that generate the IPv6.

RFC 4941 – Privacy Extension for IPv6 SLAAC[3] objective is to protect individual activity from being link back to user and the device that the user use, hence violate the user privacy. Even when IoT devices which is more to machine to machine interaction have less user privacy violation challenges, it is always a possibility it can be trace back to user activity.
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